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Talk to your grown ups

Tell Pip your thoughts, or write Pip a letter

Write a story about your fears

Share your story with a grown up or a friend

Make a picture about your fears and worries

ill other grown ups
i love become sick



ometimes i have
tummy pains

Do an activity (fi lm, book, game, music)
to distract your sad and worried tummy

Tell a grown up and look together at the
‘Where Does It Hurt’ activity in Pip’s Kit

Use Pip as a pillow and lie on your right side
with your knees curled up

Wrap a hot water bottle in a towel and place it
on your tummy

Try different ways of breathing.
‘Breathing & Balancing’ activity in Pip’s Kit



can’t sleep

Make a bedtime routine.
Look at the ‘My Sleeping Brain’ activity in Pip’s Kit

Write a list of relaxing activities to do every night 
before bed, like read a book to Pip or have a bath

Try belly breathing
‘Breathing & Balancing’ activity in Pip’s Kit

See if you can get rid of some worries
(or put them aside for a bit). Look at the ‘Worry Box’
and ‘Worry Chatterbox’ activities in Pip’s Kit

Listen to music or the sound of rain, or stories while
lying in bed



worry that i am different 
from everyone else

Talk to your teachers and your grown-ups
about how you think you are different

Try to write down what makes you feel
different from everyone else

Talk to a special friend—do they think
you are different?

Write down ways in which you are the same
as your friends



don’t know how to act
or what to say when
i am with my sick parent

Remember they are the same person.
You don’t have to act any different.

Show them your school work, art pieces or tell 
them about what you did at school

Start doing some of the things in Pip’s packet
of activities with your parent

Tell them about Pip, the adventures Pip has
been on

Sometimes you might feel cross or upset with 
them, or say something unkind. That’s Ok—it 
doesn’t mean you love them any less



ho will look after me?
Talk to your grown ups

Ask your grown up to do the ‘My Paperchain’ activity
in Pip’s Kit



am worried that i will 
never feel normal again

Talk to your grown-ups

Write or draw some of these worries. Look at the
‘Worry Box’ and ‘Worry Chatterbox’ activities in 
Pip’s Kit

Talk to a special friend and ask them to plan some 
activities that you love

Take a small time each day to try and focus on 
doing something fun with Pip



hat if i can’t
go to sports
or activity club?

Ask a grown up to see if a friend’s parents
can take you and pick you up 

Tell your club leader and they might be able
to give you some activities to do at home

Try and ask a grown up to organise to play/practice 
together another time

Make your own activity club at home with Pip
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